
Chapter 3538 

“Then you take me to the room where he lived, I live there.” The blue-clothed beauty said softly. 

Hearing this, Zhu Yanshuo doubted whether he heard it wrong. 

Is the special envoy of Shenlong going to live in the place where George Han lived? ! 

“What’s the matter, is there a problem?” Seeing that Zhu Yanshuo didn’t respond, the blue-clothed 

beauty couldn’t help but asked a little unhappy. 

Zhu Yanshuo hurriedly came back to his senses, and repeatedly denied it with a smile: “This… This is of 

course no problem. The special envoy of Shenlong said, don’t talk about staying there, it is any place in 

the City Lord’s Mansion, that’s fine.” 

“Just, just… …It’s just that the subordinates don’t quite understand that the other garden where George 

Han lived was indeed prepared for VIP guests, but in the end, it’s just VIP guests. Compared with your 

status as the special envoy of Shenlong, it’s just one in the sky. Underground, living in that kind of place, 

subordinates … subordinates are afraid of your loss.” Zhu Yanshuo said helplessly. 

“Where do you live? Isn’t it better to sleep in the golden house than in the silver house?” The blue-

clothed beauty said coldly. 

When the words fell, she seemed to remember something. After hesitating for a moment, her tone 

softened a little, and said: “Knowing yourself and knowing your enemy is the only way to be victorious in 

every battle. Besides, isn’t he gone now? Go to the room where he lived and see, Maybe I found 

something.” 

Hearing this, Zhu Yanshuo slapped his face lightly, smiled, and said, “Oh, why did I forget about this? The 

Shenlong Special Envoy is indeed the Shenlong Special Envoy. , I think it is much more thoughtful than us 

idiots.” 

“Aren’t you leading the way?” 

“Okay, Elder Shenlong, you come with me.” 

This night dog also wanted to smell George Han at the beginning. 

Smell, will quickly pursue that guy. 

So I think it is very likely that the special envoy of the dragon is also using a similar method. Maybe 

because George Han has completely disappeared, the method of the special envoy of the dragon is 

more cumbersome than the previous Yegou. 

After thinking about this, Zhu Yanshuo naturally had no doubts, and Quan regarded it as not wanting to 

delay major events, so he led the blue-clothed beauty to Bieyuan. 

Soon, the group came to the door of the east wing of Bieyuan. 

“It’s here, Elder Shenlong.” Zhu Yanshuo pushed the door open, bent over, and smiled enthusiastically. 



The blue-clothed beauty raised her eyes and looked into the room, while looking at the furnishings in 

the room, the figure of George Han of Anti-Buddha sat in it, and she was a little ecstatic for a while. 

Seeing her like this, Zhu Yanshuo didn’t dare to disturb him in the slightest. He waved his hand slightly 

and 

signaled his subordinates to withdraw. Then, he also bent over and said, “Then the subordinates will not 

disturb Elder Shenlong, you are resting.” The 

words ended, Following the gang of servants, Zhu Yanshuo also retreated. 

The four boys were obediently divided into two rows, one on the left and one on the right, guarding the 

door. 

Without the obstruction and interruption of others, the blue-clothed beauty looked at the furnishings in 

the house and saw more and more George Han’s shadow. 

He has sat on the bench, stood by the window, and wandered around the house. 

She smiled, a charming smile on her red lips. 

She walked into the house with a few steps, all the way to the bedside, and sat down gently. 

A jade-like hand gently caressed the sheets on the bed, the blue-clothed beauty’s eyes were a little silly, 

and the smile on the corner of her mouth was also a little drunk. 

She knew that George Han had once rested here 

, and he had also lain on this bed. 

Stroking the sheets was like stroking George Han’s shadow on the bed. 

Suddenly, with a smile, a bright tear slowly flowed down her cheek from her right eye in her silly eyes. 

The teardrops are crystal clear, like pearls, which is really beautiful. 

She took a small breath and sobbed a little. 

“Actually…actually…actually I don’t need your scent to find you at all. I…I just want to come…I want to 

come…to see you.” When the 

words were over, she raised her head slightly to prevent tears from falling. 

“But, I’m sorry.” When the 

words fell, her gentle jade hand suddenly slammed a claws, and the sheets instantly cracked several 

scratches, and even the bed board left five fingerprints at this time, and her eyes were completely full. 

Full of hideous… 

And at this time, George Han on the other end… 

Chapter 3539 



But this is obviously a bit of a bullshit. With George Han’s body, let alone staying in the Moon Palace for 

a while, it is absolutely impossible to live for ten years and a hundred years. 

“Grandma, who is talking about me?” Wiping his nose, George Han felt a little depressed. He had 

officially crossed the disappearing barrier between his legs and entered the land of Suntan. 

Compared with Moon Lake, the environment of Sun Lake is obviously much better. Perhaps because of 

the high terrain, there are fewer swamps, the road is easier to walk, and the plants are more lush. 

Occasionally, George Han can also see all kinds of birds and beasts in the 

jungle . No one will doubt it. 

However, some things are obviously not to be seen on the surface. 

In other words, the calmer on the surface, the more ferocious the hidden dangers may actually be. 

Although George Han was looking at the scenery everywhere along the way, in fact, his consciousness 

was always on the outside, carefully guarding against any possible sneak attacks and crises. 

Mercury people have said that there are four kings on the road to Suntan. 

Although the term “Four Heavenly Kings” is really cliché to George Han, an earthling, to the point of 

vomit, but from a rational point of view, how can someone who can be called a Heavenly King be a 

mediocre person? 

Moreover, it was an indisputable fact that Sun Lake was several times stronger than Moon Lake’s True 

God Soul, and George Han 

did not dare to be careless in any way. 

“It’s noon, rest and rest.” 

Glancing at the sun in the sky, it was slightly violent. Although it was blocked by a lot of clouds, at least 

George Han felt hot and bright at this moment. 

The glutton of evil came casually, and immediately lay down after stopping and sitting. 

However, looking at the expression on his face, it is obvious that he is a little tired and… 

“Hungry?” George Han looked at this guy with a wry smile. 

Evil Taotie nodded. 

When George Han was injured, it stepped forward and was heavily injured. Although George Han used 

energy to urge the Five Elements Divine Stone to heal it, his large-scale fighting and his own self-healing 

also depleted it. Great energy, it seems normal to be hungry. 

George Han glanced around, the sky was clear, it was noon, and the surroundings were 

relatively normal. He nodded, “How about I get you something to eat?” 

Evil Taotie shook his head, and then ordered at himself. nod. 



“You mean to let me practice more, just go out and find something to eat?” George Han asked. 

Evil Taotie nodded, that’s what he meant. 

It knows that it has just learned a lot and has not yet digested it completely. Now that it has obtained 

the treasure of the moon and the spiritual energy of the Seventh Spirit Monkey, if it is not polished well, 

it will have to survive. 

Therefore, it can solve its own problems on its own. 

George Han was a little worried, but George Han himself knew the kindness of the gluttonous glutton, 

and it made sense. 

Thinking of this, George Han nodded: “Then go on your own, be careful around you, and this place is 

very yin and the creatures here are very strange, you don’t want to eat 

too much, you know? 

” Taotie nodded, and then, one got up and ran into the jungle. 

George Han shook his head with a helpless smile, or was it taotie, when he was walking just now, he 

looked like he was weak, even if he was sitting and resting, he looked like he was going to die, but when 

it came to eating, this guy instantly Resurrected with blood. 

Forget it, it goes to eat, and George Han naturally needs to eat too. 

The treasure of the moon, George Han, is temporarily abandoned, and the jade energy that fills the 

whole body brought by the Seventh Spirit Monkey is his current priority. 

Thinking of this, George Han stopped talking and entered into meditation. 

A burst of jade light came out from his body again with colorful divine light. 

But almost at this moment, all of a sudden, the wind roared in the sky, and it was clear, but in the blink 

of an eye, the black clouds overwhelmed the top… 

 


